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Looking for the best holidays on the best campsites?
The all-NEW essentials brochure is crammed with more choice,
more quality and more value than ever before.

Order your FREE brochure

01580 214000
Don’t miss out on your

essentials
alanrogers.com/brochure

hello...

Introduction

...and welcome to our new edition of

Destinations

We launched our first issue back in December.

Win a holiday

We have a FREE holiday up
for grabs - 7 nights pitch
or mobile home on any of
17 RCN campsites across
France and the Netherlands
(arrival before 20 July or
after 20 August 2014).
We’ll even throw in a
FREE ferry crossing.

Such was the demand that we ran out by mid

summer and already we have revised publication
plans for it. Thank you for your interest!
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Now twice-yearly (October and February), it stays true
to the original concept: a colourful magazine that’s

easy on the eye, full of inspiring holiday ideas and

great campsites. Or aim remains simple: to inspire, to

entice, to intrigue and to challenge.

See if you can win! BIG
To enter simply go to

So bury your nose in this shiny new issue and discover

www.alanrogers.com/winbig

rig, you’ll find a good reason to get out there and embrace

campsites of every description. Whatever your kit, outfit or
the fresh air, fun and freedom of campsite life.

Enjoy!
Russell - Editor

Destinations
Editorial

Alan Rogers Guides & Travel
Spelmonden Old Oast
Goudhurst, Kent TN17 1HE
01580 214000
alanrogers.com
destinations@alanrogers.com

Advertising
Olga Hoving
01580 214066
olga@alanrogers.com
Download this magazine FREE
alanrogers.com/destinations
© Alan Rogers Travel Ltd. All rights reserved

NEW Horizons
Check out our all-new essentials
brochure from the Alan Rogers

Travel Service - we have over 160
top sites in 13 countries. More

choice, more ferry options, reduced
booking fee and sensational value.

SEE PAGE 72
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FREE

The Alan Rogers
Travel Card

At Alan Rogers we have a network of thousands of quality

inspected and selected campsites. We also have partnerships

with numerous organisations, including ferry operators
and tourist attractions, all of whom can bring you

benefits and save you money.

Our FREE Travel Card binds all this together at

alanrogers.com/travelcard

So register today...and start saving.
6 www.alanrogers.com/destinations

Benefits that add up
• Offers and benefits on

many Alan Rogers campsites
across Europe
• Save up to 60% in low season

on over 600 campsites

• Free cardholders’ magazine
• Big savings on rented

accommodation and hotels
at 400 locations

Register today...
and start saving
Carry the Alan Rogers Travel Card on your travels through
Europe and save money all the way.

You’ll enjoy exclusive deals with ferry operators, continental partners,
tourist attractions and more. Even hotels, apartments, mobile homes
and other campsite accommodation.
We’ve teamed up with Camping Cheque, the leading low season
discount scheme, to offer you the widest choice of quality campsites
at unbelievable prices. Simply load your card with Cheques before
you travel.

Step 1

Register at www.alanrogers.com/travelcard
• Discounted ferries

Step 2

• Savings on Alan Rogers

You’ll receive a Welcome email, with useful links and information
(If you don’t have a card at registration, an activated one will be sent to you)

guides
• Vote for your favourite

campsite in the
Alan Rogers Awards

Step 3

Start using your card to save money or to redeem benefits
during your holiday.

alanrogers.com/travelcard
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Côte d’Azur

The connoisseurs’
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coast

The glittering Côte d’Azur entrances and lures people from afar –
lovers of the life of luxury and the froth of the international jet set
come here. But so too do those in search of modern campsites,

convenient golden beaches and endless sunny days. It’s a region

for those who know what they want – it’s rich with excellent

campsites from vibrant coastal locations to idyllic campsites

tucked away amid a timeless landscape. Connoisseurs will explore
this special region, savour its variety, admire its spectacular
scenery, then let it linger long in the memory.
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Côte d’Azur

An assault on the senses
The Côte d’Azur owes its name to the gorgeous blue
colour of the sea and, with vast expanses of golden sand,
it’s an irresistible draw. The coast runs from Saint-Tropez
to the Franco-Italian border and is known for its
Mediterranean climate with an average of three thousand
hours of sunshine per year. Iconic resorts are studded
along the coast: Monte Carlo, Nice, Cannes, Fréjus,
St Tropez, Antibes. Of course, there are numerous
campsites giving easy access to (but also respite from)
these ever-popular centres.

10 www.alanrogers.com/destinations

Inland the landscape rises from the coast to wild and
craggy outcrops, vast plateaux and rugged hills. The air
fills with the scent of wild thyme, lavender and rosemary
as you walk through the scrub and fragrant Grasse, the
perfume capital of the world, is surrounded by lavender
fields, olive groves and fields of roses. It’s a heady,
evocative region and a real assault on the senses.

So near… so Var

This key region epitomises the essence of the

Côte d’Azur. From Hyères to Saint Raphael, there

are countless picturesque fishing villages and quaint
harbours, many now chic destinations complete with
luxury yachts, harbour-side cafés, bustling beaches

and high-end shops. Saint-Tropez has become

synonymous with glitzy glamour, a haven for stylish
sun worshippers, ever since the days of Brigitte

Bardot and the first topless beaches. Reassuringly
though, every morning, a fruit, vegetable and fish
market takes place at the picturesque Place aux
Herbes, near the port.
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Côte d’Azur

Nice
Sheltered by the surrounding hills of vineyards and
orchards, Nice is the largest city along the Côte d’Azur.
Its elegant centre brims with the shops and interesting
restaurants of the Old Town, including the daily market
on the Cours Saleya. And famously, there is the beautiful
promenade, the Promenade des Anglais, which lines the
bay of Nice and which forms a wide, level surface just
inviting you to, well, promenade along of an evening.
Built by the English aristocracy who popularised Nice
and put it on the map in the 19th century, the promenade
features colourful Venetian buildings and monumental
buildings in Belle Epoque style.
Drive along the numerous, twisting corniches, at various
levels above the sea, and you’ll come across headlands
overlooking stunning coves and incredible panoramic
views at every turn. Inland and uphill you’ll discover small,
12 www.alanrogers.com/destinations

sleepy villages, some well known like St Paul de Vence
with its little shops and galleries lining narrow winding
streets. Others seem unchanged by the modern world,
despite being so close to the sophisticated
cosmopolitanism of the resorts nearby.

Antibes

Antibes is an attractive town with a beautiful old centre,
founded by the ancient Greeks. On the Cours Massena
every morning one of the best markets in the region takes
place and Picasso once inhabited the Château Grimaldi,
now a museum with about two hundred of his works.
The Parc Thuret, a large botanical garden, offers wonderful
walks and, for when the kids get just a little fractious, there
are three zoos nearby: the Ile aux Oiseaux Magique,
La Ferme du Far West and the impressive Marineland.

Where to stay

Castel Camping Douce
Quiétude
Var, Côte d’Azur
alanrogers.com/FR83250
10% off from 30/3-15/6
and 7/9-12/10

Camping Clair de Lune
Var, Côte d’Azur
alanrogers.com/FR83575
Alan Rogers Card holders
receive a small gift when
staying a week or more

Cannes
Cannes is known for its major international film festival,
held every year in the Palais du Festival at the Promenade
de la Croisette. This promenade is quite different from
Nice, being lined with palm trees, the most expensive
beaches of Cannes and a string of luxury five-star hotels.
The public beaches are on the boulevard du Midi and the
oldest part of Cannes is 36 metres high in the Le Suquet
quarter, a maze of narrow streets that lead to the Castre.
This castle is now a museum with a varied collection of
primitive art. A good way to escape the crowds is to take
the ferry to the Iles de Lérins, two islands off the coast
of Cannes, named after two saints: Saint-Honorat and
Sainte-Marguerite. Here you can walk in fragrant
pine woods.

Camping Pachacaïd
Var, Côte d’Azur
alanrogers.com/FR83720
Bottle of regional rosé wine
for Alan Rogers Card holders

Camping le Sequoia
Alpes-Maritimes, Côte d’Azur
alanrogers.com/FR06170
5% off on pitches for
Alan Rogers Card holders

Wherever you choose to stay, and whichever of the great
resorts you visit, the Côte d’Azur will be the connoisseur’s
choice. Treasure it and savour its individuality and quality.
www.alanrogers.com/destinations 13

Camping Caravaning Esterel
Best campsites in Cote d’Azur

Var, Côte d’Azur
Tel +33 494 82 03 28 www.esterel-caravaning.co.uk

Esterel is an award-winning caravan site
set among the hills beyond Agay. Pitches
are on shallow terraces, attractively
landscaped with good shade and a
variety of flowers. Several special ones
have their own en-suite washroom
adjoining, whilst others also have a
washing machine, dishwasher, jacuzzi
and free WiFi. The site itself is just 3.5km
from the sandy beach at Agay, which peak
season visitors can reach by shuttle.

Camping Caravaning Leï Suves
Var, Côte d’Azur
Tel +33 494 45 43 95 www.lei-suves.com

This quiet, pretty site is a few kilometres
inland from the coast, within easy reach
of Saint Tropez, Sainte Maxime, Saint
Raphaël and Cannes. Mainly on a
gently sloping hillside, the 310 pitches
are terraced, with shade provided by
the cork trees that give the site its
name. All pitches have electricity and
access to water, and adult and children’s
pools are beside the bar/restaurant and
entertainment area.

Camping Resort la Baume
Var, Côte d’Azur
Tel +33 494 19 88 88 www.labaume-lapalmeraie.com

La Baume is a large, busy site about 5.5 km.
from the long sandy beach of Fréjus-Plage.
Its fine and varied swimming pools, with
their palm trees, are remarkable and
there is also an aquatic play area
featuring two indoor pools with a slide
and a spa area. The site has nearly
250 fully serviced pitches that are
tailored towards caravans, although
tents are accepted.
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Aholiday

vintage

A camping trip is the

perfect chance to sample

some of the local produce,
and in many regions that
includes the local wines.
Campsite owners and

vineyard owners share

a passion for their land, so
if you’re staying in a wine
region, you won’t have to
go far to enjoy a tasting.

www.alanrogers.com/destinations15

A vintage holiday

Why camping & wine

Whether your travels take you to France,

Spain, Italy or even further afield, the impressive
views and tasty treats of the wine country are

simple yet rewarding pleasures. Vast swathes of
neatly planted vines dominate the landscape,
punctuated by small villages, bodegas or

châteaux and settling down on your first night

with a sample of the latest vintage is the perfect
way to begin your visit.

Many campsite owners have personal

connections to wine production and regional
wines are often served in the campsite

restaurant. A tasting at the local vineyard is

always a pleasant day out, and usually within

walking or cycling distance of your campsite,
meaning you can fully appreciate what the

producers have to offer. Indeed, campers at

Château de Montrouant (FR 71060) in Burgundy

will find the owner happy to deliver tutored wine
tastings at his own organic vineyard, which he

has been carefully tending for over a decade.
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Bordeaux
Keen wine tasters will never be far from a tasty tipple in
perhaps the most famous viticultural region in the world –
Bordeaux. Home to some of the most prestigious wineries
(think Château Mouton-Rothschild, Château Haut-Brion
and Château Léoville-Barton) the district is celebrated for
its rich, velvety reds, although the crisp fresh whites and
exquisite dessert wines are not to be overlooked. A walk
through the vineyards affords some excellent views, both
of the surrounding landscape and the grand châteaux,
while the town of Bordeaux itself offers impressive churches
and bridges, as well as some great market shopping.
More athletically inclined visitors can combine their trip with
the Médoc marathon, held in early September. The route
takes runners through the renowned vineyards, where they
can keep their spirits up with a taste of the local wines
as they go.
Yelloh! Village St Emilion (FR33080 – formerly La Barbanne)
is situated just 2.5km for the famous town of St Emilion,
perfect for leisurely strolls through the vineyards up to the
town centre. Taste some of the ‘Grand Cru’ wines and take
the time to unwind in this peaceful setting.

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 17

A vintage holiday

Bergerac
Located directly east of Bordeaux, the Bergerac
region has been producing wine since Gallo-Roman
times. The mild climate and fertile lands around the
River Dordogne provide not only a peaceful landscape
of green meadows, orchards and woodlands that make
for idyllic walks, they are also the source of a diverse
range of soils that accommodate a number of varietals
including Cabinet Sauvignon, Merlot, Semillon and
Sauvignon Blanc. Perhaps the most recognised wines
of Bergerac are those of the Monbazillac appellation.
Some of France’s most delicious sweet wines are
produced here from hand-picked grapes to ensure
the highest quality.
Camping Village le Moulin Surier (FR24950) in
the heart of the region is a great base for local trips.
Bergerac is just a short distance from the site, and
a visit to nearby Château Montbazillac is rewarded
with a complementary wine tasting.

Loire

As well-known for its wine as it is for its châteaux, the
Loire is an excellent place to enjoy stunning architecture,
sultry sun and a glass of one of the region’s refreshing,
dry whites. The lazy flow of the Loire river from the hills
of Auvergne to the Atlantic Ocean sets the pace for
a relaxing stay and a wander around the historic towns
and their châteaux. Some of the most popular wines
of the area include Sancerre and Pouilly-Fumé, and
reds are often spicy and tannic, fully meriting a taste
if the opportunity arises.
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Rioja

Chianti

It’s almost impossible to think of Spanish wine without
thinking of Rioja. With a history of winemaking that spans
almost 1,000 years, the region is most famous for its reds
and rosés, although there are some expressive whites to
be found.

One of Tuscany’s greatest treasures, and not just
because of its wine, Chianti is a region of gently undulating
hills, stone villages and leafy vineyards. Lying between
Siena in the south and Florence in the north, it is a place
of culture, tradition and fine cuisine with an easy way of life
that provides the perfect opportunity to relax and unwind
from the pressures of the daily rat race. Booking onto one
of the region’s wine trails will give you some insight into the
wine-making process as well as a chance to discover the
produce first-hand. Offering panoramic views of the Chianti
hills, Camping Colleverde (IT66245) is ideally located for
such trips as well as visits to Siena.

There’s nothing better than drinking a wine while looking
out at the landscape where it’s produced. Rioja’s mountain
ranges, rivers, and the vineyards themselves, offer some
superb scenery to complement the elegance of the
region’s wines.
Visitors staying near Haro at the end of June might find
themselves taking part in the town’s wine festival, which
culminates before noon in a ‘battle of wine’, where locals
throw wine on each other until they are drenched from
head to toe. Camping de Haro (ES9040) provides a good
spot for wine enthusiasts, whether you choose to take part
in the festival or not. The site is ideally situated for visiting
the bodegas and is open almost all year round.

To earn the name Chianti, the local wines must be
produced using at least 70% Sangiovese grapes, which
give them their black and red cherry notes. Enjoy a glass
with a wild duck dish or roast beef in Madeira sauce.
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Camping Village le Moulin de Surier
Best campsites for wine routes

Beaumont-de-Périgord, Dordogne
Tel +33 553 24 91 98 www.lemoulindesurier.com

Located on the site of a former water mill,
midway between Bergerac and Sarlat,
this spacious, peaceful site is ideal
for discovering the region’s vineyards.
Attractive wooden chalets and mobile
homes are available to rent and occupy
large shady pitches. There is anon-site
lake with its own beach and canoes and
pedaloes can be hired, while other facilities
include a play area and small animal park.

Casel Camping Château de l’Epervière
Saône-et-Loire, Burgundy
Tel +33 385 94 16 90 www.domaine-eperviere.com

This high quality site is situated in the
peaceful, wooded grounds of a 16th
century château near the village of
Gigny-sur-Saône. The pitches are in
two separate areas, one close to the
château and fishing lake and the other
in a more open setting, and the site’s
excellent amenities include a restaurant,
shop and a cellar where wine tastings
are offered. The pretty countryside is
perfect for leisurely walking and cycling.

Want independent
campsite reviews
at your fingertips?

Discover more about these sites at
alanrogers.com

20 www.alanrogers.com/destinations

Been to any good
campsites lately?
We have
You’ll find them here...

101 great campsites, ideal for your specific
hobby, pastime or passion
Also available on iPad alanrogers.com/digital

F

Snowbirds

light of the

The onset of cold weather needn’t mean you have to pack
away your caravan – or even your tent – for the winter.

When the UK is facing rain and wind, parts of Europe are
still enjoying sunshine and mild temperatures.
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Low season touring

There are also the benefits of travelling in low season – attractions and

campsites are less busy, prices are usually cheaper and there’s often a more
relaxed atmosphere. So if you’re able to, there’s every reason to join other

snowbirds and spend your time exploring southern shores this winter.

Spain is a popular winter destination thanks to its
Mediterranean climate and low rainfall. Andalucía, Murcia
and Valencia offer the best of the weather, with average
highs remaining in the teens from November to February.
Murcia is particularly appealing, being relatively unknown
and less prone to overcrowding. The region provides
plenty to keep the low season tourist occupied, with
its wide sandy beaches, historical towns and picturesque
mountains.
The region’s capital, also called Murcia, is of Arab origin
and sits on a fertile plain surrounded by two mountain
ranges. Its highlight is the cathedral, built between the late
14th and mid 15th century and a fine example of Castilian
Gothic architecture. The bell tower accommodates no
fewer than 25 bells, each with their own names and dating
from either the 17th or 18th century. The old town is largely
pedestrianised, making it ideal for a leisurely stroll down
Trapería, a street that runs from the cathedral to the
Plaza de Santo Domingo, which was once a bustling
market square.
Valencia is similarly impressive with its Gothic cathedral
and Silk Exchange market juxtaposed with the modern
architecture of the Palau de les Arts Reina Sofía and
L’Oceanogràfic marine park. The city is perhaps best
known for paella; stop at one of its many restaurants

to sample this fine seafood dish or visit a tapas bar for
lighter meals made with locally sourced produce.
A number of walking routes cross the regions of Murcia
and Valencia, making them superb for hikers and cyclists.
In 1993, the Spanish Railways Federation began turning
disused railways into cycling, walking and bridle paths or
vías verdes to encourage visitors to explore the countryside
in an environmentally friendly way. The routes through the
pine and eucalypus forests of the Dunas de Guardamar
Natural park are delightful – stay at Marjal Guardamar
Camping & Bungalows Resort for easy access. The path
along the Alharabe River, a tributary of the Segura, is also
a pretty escape, leading you through shady pine forests.
Tired walkers can go for a refreshing dip in the thermal pool
at Somogil to break up the journey. On many of the vías
verdes, there are places to rent bikes, as well as cafes and
restaurants where you can stop for a snack.
For the sandy beaches and clear waters of the
Mediterranean, Andalucía is perfect. With 800km of
coastline, it’s no surprise that this region draws in so many
tourists. From the resorts of the Costa del Sol to the quieter
beaches of El Cañuelo and La Barossa, you can enjoy the
sunshine with relatively little intrusion from other tourists.
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CampingRed Don Cactus
Best campsites in Spain

Carchuna, Granada
Tel +34 958 62 31 09 www.doncactus.com

Situated next to the beach on a quieter
section of this beautiful coast, this family
run campsite is a friendly and welcoming
place to stay. There’s an attractive pool
and the 320 pitches are mostly level
and arranged along avenues with
eucalyptus trees for shade. Towns
such as Granada and Almería are easily
accessible from the site and the area is
perfect for holidays at any time of year.

CampingRed Castillo de Baños
Castillo de Baños, Granada
Tel +34 958 82 95 28 www.campingcastillo.com

Set on the sunny coast of Granada, mid-way
between Málaga and Almería and right
next to a pebbly beach, this campsite
is a great year-round choice. Winter
is warm and gentle, while summer is
cooler than inland areas. The beach is
good for swimming and snorkeling, and
the site offers a swimming pool, restaurant
and playground. The 240 pitches are fully
equipped and well shaded by trees.

CampingRed Cabo de Gata
Cabo de Gata, Almería
Tel +34 950 16 04 43 www.campingcabodegata.com

This fine campsite is situated on the Gulf
of Almería and is a pleasant all-year
destination. It is set amongst fruit farms
and within the Cabo de Gata-Nijar
Nature Park, which offers beautiful
walks along sandy beaches and a
wealth of marine life. There are 250
gravel pitches, which are level and
of a good size. Maturing trees provide
shade and facilities are of a high standard.
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Camping Pueblo Blanco
Tel +34 956 13 00 33 www.campingpuebloblanco.com

This mid-size, family-run campsite is located
on a typical Andalusian farm estate. There
are 200 fully serviced pitches laid out in
terraces and several bungalows to rent,
and facilities include a swimming pool,
bar/restaurant and basketball court.
The surrounding countryside provides
some stunning walking and cycling
routes, and the town of Jerez, famous
for its sherry, is within driving distance.

Best campsites in Spain

Olvera, Cádiz

Camping Cabopino
Marbella
Tel +34 952 83 43 73 www.campingcabopino.com

This large, mature site is alongside the
Costa del Sol coast road, 12 km east
of Marbella and 15 km from Fuengirola.
This is also known as the Costa del
Golf and fittingly there is a major golf
course alongside the site. Just a 10
minute walk from the beach, the site
is set amongst tall pine trees which
provide shade for the 300 sandy pitches.

Camping Sierrecilla
Humilladero
Tel +34 693 82 81 99 www.campinglasierrecilla.com

A wonderful location, set back from
the bustle of the Malaga beaches
(40 minutes drive) and yet just an
hour south of Granada, Seville
and Cordoba. There’s a convivial
restaurant and it’s a great base
for exploring Andalucia. This is
a peaceful area with dense pine
woods and eagles and vultures
soar over the village.
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Camping Pinar San José
Best campsites in Spain

Barbate
Tel +34 956 43 70 30 www.campingpinarsanjose.com

The site is located in the La Breña Nature
Park and has been developed to reflect
the natural beauty that surrounds it.
The nearest beaches on the Costa de
la Luz are just 1 km away. Amenities
are modern, with good restaurant,
supermarket and two swimming
pools, tennis and a sports court.
Pitches are grassy and some brick
chalets are available.

Walking & cycling holidays
in the real France

tes
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Belle France offers leisurely holidays through the most beautiful and
interesting parts of France.
On our walking and cycling holidays your luggage is moved for you whilst
you travel at your own pace with our detailed maps and notes.
Relax in the evening in charming family run hotels, offering a good standard
of accommodation, gourmet meals and a warm friendly welcome.

Request your FREE brochure

01580 214010
www.bellefrance.co.uk
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E

njoy...

60% off
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...the Low Season - with

Low season touring

Stay for less

Enjoying Spain is now cheaper than ever with Camping Cheque, a scheme that
allows you to stay on over 600 campsites across Europe for a fixed price.

Cheques are typically accepted before mid July and after late August, making

your low season stay convenient and comfortable.

If you love walking and prefer the slightly cooler
temperatures of mountainous regions, Camping La Puerta
(ES87440) is an excellent site for low season holidaying.
Located in the rural hills above Moratalla, it’s the ideal
place to get away from the hustle and bustle of city life.
A range of deals is available, the best of which offers
30 nights’ stay for just 20 Cheques.
If you’re more inclined towards relaxing by the sea and
enjoying a variety of water sports, Camping Marjal Costa
Blanca Eco Camping Resort (ES87435) is superb for
year-round stays with its state-of-the-art wellness centre
and close proximity to Murcia. Caravaning La Manga
(ES87530) is also a great choice and offers seven nights
for six Cheques, or for those staying longer, 30 nights for
just 24 Cheques – a saving of over £80!
There’s nothing to stop you spending time in both
locations, or enjoying them as part of a wider tour of
Spain. Campsites rarely need to be booked in advance
in low season and you’re free to stay as long as you like.
Camping Cheques can be purchased and loaded onto
your Camping Cheque Silver Card, Gold Card or Alan
Rogers Travel Card. Visit alanrogers.com/travelcard or
www.campingcheque.co.uk for details.

More information

Get your FREE continental road map,
explaining how Camping Cheque works

01580 214002

Download your FREE site directory
alanrogers.com/directory
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LeadingCampings
(advertisement feature)

Camping

with a difference

LeadingCampings is an association of independent

campsites, set apart by their specially trained staff,

excellent facilities and diverse range of sports and
leisure activities. If you’re looking for a camping

experience that’s something beyond the ordinary,
these sites could be just what you need.
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As a free association of premium independent

locations from nine European countries,

LeadingCampings unites 34 five-star campsites
that are dedicated to providing exceptional
services and facilities. From small sites

offering traditional camping to large holiday

villages, every site in the group can guarantee

an outstanding holiday.

Accommodation
For many, combining the freedom of camping with the
services of high-class hotels is true outdoor wellness
– a boost for the body and mind in the countryside.
The LeadingCampings sites offer their guests exceptional
wellness areas, as well as first-class sports facilities to
enjoy. Some locations even have golf courses on-site.
LeadingCampings accommodation puts the emphasis
on comfort. Not only are there pitches for your tent,
caravan or motorhome, there are also glamping options
from luxurious colonial-style safari tents through to fancy
tree houses, romantic wooden eco-chalets and typical
regional-style stone bungalows.
By offering such a wide variety, the LeadingCampings
campsites can deliver the freedom and independence
that families expect from a camping holiday, without
compromising on luxury. Stay in a safari tent at Barco
Reale in Tuscany or explore Zaton in Croatia from a
three-star apartment. If you prefer to camp the traditional
way, in a tent or caravan, there are of course plenty of
well-equipped pitches to make your stay comfortable.
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LeadingCampings
(advertisement feature)

Campsites with character
Each of the LeadingCampings sites is independently
owned and managed, meaning that no two are the same.
The association takes pride in the fact that it is not a
franchise, and every campsite offers something exceptional
to its guests. Camping Wulfener Hals, for example, is
situated directly on Germany’s hottest surf spot, attracting
water sports enthusiasts from all over Europe. Why not
grab your board and get involved?
For those looking for a relaxing retreat, Alpencamping in
Austria is a relatively small site with a particular focus on
wellness. Set against the breath-taking backdrop of the
Alps, visitors will enjoy the various hiking routes through
the Nenzinger Himmel nature reserve followed by a dip in
the pool or a sauna at the end of the day. For something
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more lively, try Playa Montroig in the Costa Dorada.
This energetic site offers many activities for children and
buzzing night time entertainment, and the surrounding area
has a multitude of cultural interests from Roman
amphitheatres to the works of Dalí and Picasso.
To ensure each and every campsite offers its visitors the
very best quality, they are regularly inspected by ‘mystery
guests’. These specially trained inspectors confirm that the
sites continue to meet the high expectations of their
guests, guaranteeing every genuine visitor an extra special
stay. The group also offers annual training for campsite
employees to ensure they deliver the best possible service
all year round.

Fine food
Enjoying local produce has become a significant part
of the camping experience. Sampling the traditional
cuisine of the area is as important as exploring its towns,
discovering its landscapes and immersing yourself in its
culture. LeadingCampings takes care to select fresh
regional products for their on-site restaurants and snack
bars, transforming classic dishes into culinary delights.
If you’re self-catering, there are colourful markets to
investigate, which offer seasonal vegetables, meats
and wines for a delicious home-cooked meal.

The LeadingCard
LeadingCampings offers the chance to become a
Very Important Camper (VIC) and benefit from a range
of extras and attractive premiums. The card costs 10€
from any LeadingCampings site and enables you to collect
points that are valid for up to three years. Presenting your
LeadingCard can allow you to leave a site later than normal
or upgrade to a better pitch on arrival, should there be
one available. When a certain number of points has been
obtained, you can exchange them for special premiums
on your next trip to a member site.
As a LeadingCard holder, you can also take advantage
of some great campsites in the United States. Present
your LeadingCard at any BestParks locations and
benefit from similar privileges as those you receive
at LeadingCampings sites.

Find out more about LeadingCampings
destinations and the LeadingCard at
www.leadingcampings.com or

e-mail info@leadingcampings.com.
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Brittany & Normandy
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abroad
time touring

For the first timer, holidaying abroad with
your caravan, tent or motorhome can be

fraught with concerns that more

experienced campers have all but

forgotten. But it is also full of possibility
and promise. We take a look at the

rewards of making your first overseas

adventure a little closer to home.
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Brittany & Normandy

Brittany at a glance
Many first-timers see the rugged coastlines and
pretty fishing villages of Brittany and Normandy
something of a home away from home. In particular, the
Celtic influences of Brittany lend it that delicate balance
between the exotic and the familiar. To the north and
west, dramatic headlands reach out into the sea,
shaped by its fearsome vigour, while further south the
landscape has been tamed, its vast sandy beaches,
warm waters and rock pools offering an exciting
playground for the kids.
The lively fishing ports are the secret to Brittany’s
excellent reputation for seafood. Lobster, oysters and
clams are just some of the delights you might find
yourself indulging in on the seafront at Cancale or in
a café at St Malo. The famous Breton crêpes are not
to be missed either – sweet or savoury, they ignite the
taste buds of the hungry tourist.
The villages themselves are postcard-picturesque.
There is a pervading sense of the traditional in their
granite buildings, the colourful fishing boats and the
watchful lighthouses. From Le Conquet to Quimper,
you’ll find their energy and charm irresistible.
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abroad
time touring

Normandy at a glance
Normandy’s rich landscape offers enough to satisfy
even the most demanding traveller. From the wild, craggy
cliffs of the Cotentin Peninsula to the green pastures
further inland and the fashionable resorts and sandy
beaches of the Côte Fleurie, there’s plenty for the first-time
explorer to discover.
The bustling cities of Rouen, Caen and Bayeux combine
imposing displays of gothic architecture with the tranquillity
of parks and gardens to create a vibrant yet harmonious
atmosphere. With their museums, exhibitions and
monuments, each reminds the visitor of France and
Britain’s inextricable historical bonds. The drama of the
Battle of Hastings can be imagined when viewing the
Bayeux Tapestry and Caen’s Memorial Museum
commemorates the 1944 D-Day Landings.
Known as the dairy of France, Normandy offers some of
the finest French cheeses, including Camembert and Pont
l’Eveque. A visit to the Pays d’Auge is rewarded with the
region’s excellent cider and a Calvados tasting is not an
opportunity to be passed up.
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Brittany & Normandy

First timers’ perspective
Aside from their respective appeal, Brittany
and Normandy are a practical option for the
first-time camper. Whichever site you choose,
whether it’s Camping la Briquerie (FR14180)
near Honfleur in Normandy or Camping le
Neptune (FR22160) in Lanloup, Brittany, you
won’t have far to drive from the port, and you
certainly won’t encounter narrow, twisting
access roads that you might find in more
mountainous regions. Brittany’s roads have the
bonus of being toll-free, so there’s no need to
check you’ve got the right change before setting
off to discover the area.
The region’s popularity with British tourists
means English is spoken widely by both campsite
owners and locals. Visitors receive a warm
welcome on arrival and, should you need it, there
is usually a readiness to help settle in first timers
who may benefit from being ‘shown the ropes’.
And when it’s time to depart, a simple drive back
to the port makes life easy, along with a civilised
departure time from the campsite.
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Domaine du Logis
Best campsites in Brittany & Normandy

Ille-et-Vilaine, Brittany
Tel +33 299 45 25 45 www.domainedulogis.com

An attractive, rural site in the grounds of an
old château, this campsite has a welcoming
atmosphere and is within easy reach
of the port of St Malo. From this base,
you can explore the Breton countryside
and visit the region’s capital, Rennes.
The 188 pitches are grassy and level,
divided by mature hedges and trees.
70 pitches are reserved for touring and
the modern facilities are well maintained.

Camping la Capricieuse
Calvados, Normandy
Tel +33 231 97 34 43 www.campinglacapricieuse.com

Situated near the port of Caen and on the
edge of a small seaside town, Camping
la Capricieuse is ideal for visiting the
D-Day landing beaches. The site is well
equipped with plenty to entertain all the
family and pitches are of varying sizes
with hedges and trees providing shade.
Luc-sur-Mer is within walking distance
and has shops, bars and restaurants as
well as a health and fitness centre.
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Want independent
campsite reviews
at your fingertips?
You’ll find them here...

Over 3,000 in-depth campsite reviews at
www.alanrogers.com

An off season masterclass

Winter

wonderland

Although clocks are pushed back an hour in October,
caravans and motorhomes don’t need a rest when it’s

winter. If your work commitments permit, why not travel

whenever you can? You won’t be alone on your trips!

Whether you seek out some snow or some sunshine,

we ask leading caravanning author John Wickersham
for some top tips.
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Modern caravan appliances are
designed for summer or winter
touring and Chapel Lane, Caravan
Club site in Warwickshire is open
all year for Club members.
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An off season masterclass
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A natural

rhythm

The Gers

There is something inimitably soothing about the leisurely

pace of the Gers. In contrast to its better known neighbour, the

Dordogne, this region in the Midi-Pyrénées has a pervading air
of quiet rusticity and timelessness that’s hard to recapture in

today’s hectic society. It’s a place of balance and harmony,
where life is lived to the rhythm set by nature.
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Heritage
Set in the heart of Gascony in south west France, the
Gers is a départment that’s proud of its extensive heritage.
With roots stretching back over two thousand years, it
became part of the Roman Empire in the 50s BC and
subsequently fell under Visigoth, Frankish and Viking rule.
In the 19th century, when the town of Auch became the
region’s capital, it also earned a place in literary legend as
the land of d’Artagnan thanks to the escapades of Charles
de Batz-Castelmore, Compte d’Artagnan.
During the Middle Ages, the region had its first glimpse
of tourism as an increasing number of pilgrims passed
through on their journey to St James’ tomb at Santiago de
Compostela. As many as 2 million pilgrims traversed the
route between Lectoure and Condom before negotiating
the arduous and often dangerous trail through the
Pyrenees.
One of the major sites along the route through the Gers
was St Mary’s Cathedral in Auch, now a UNESCO World
Heritage site. Built between the 1489 and 1680, it is one
of the largest remaining Gothic cathedrals in France.
Modern day visitors can marvel at the spectacular stained
glass windows, the most notable of which depict the
Creation and a procession of the Saints accompanied by

pagan sibyls. Even on a dull midwinter’s day, the play of
colours in the cathedral gives its interior a vivid
luminescence.
On Auch’s famous monumental stairway that leads from
the river to the Tower of Armagnac stands an impressive
statue of Gascony’s most celebrated character,
d’Artagnan. Born in nearby Lupiac as Charles de BatzCastelmore, he was Captain of the King’s Musketeers and
immortalised in Alexandre Dumas’ novel, The Three
Musketeers. The Musée d’Artagnan in Lupiac tells the full
story of the hero’s life through audio commentary and
waxwork figures. All four musketeers can be found
standing guard by the Cathedral of Saint-Pierre in
Condom.
Another must-visit is La Romieu, a small medieval
village with a stunning 14th century abbey featuring a
church, two magnificent towers and a cloister. The
beautifully restored church is decorated with frescos and
the original tiles still lay on the floor. The village itself is one
of many charming locations in the Gers, which is home to
several villages that have been officially labeloled the most
beautiful in France. These include Fourcès, Lavardens,
Larressingle, Montréal-du-Gers and Sarrant.
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The Gers
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Food & drink
Widely celebrated for its gourment delights, the Gers
is a region where meals are an occasion – and why not
when there is such exquisite fare to be had? Among the
local specialities is foie gras, some of the best of which
is made at Terre Blanche. This award-winning foie gras
is prepared using traditional methods and recipes, and
visitors can sample the produce in the form of either a
Gascon breakfast or a country-style meal. Situated in
Saint Puy, Terre Blanche offers tours, tastings and
lessons in foie gras preparation.

Another famed speciality of the Gers’ is Armagnac,
a hearty, oak- aged brandy made from grapes. It claims
a longer history than Cognac and has a rustic, soft
style, often with vanilla, nuts and dried fruit on the
palette. Producers such as Château Montluc have been
cultivating Armagnac grape varietals for centuries and
make some of the finest examples of the spirit in the
area. Château Montluc also produces Pousse Rapière,
a sweet, aromatic liqueur that makes for a refreshing
apéritif when mixed with sparkling wine.

Duck is also a staple of the Gascon menu, which
most commonly offers confit and rillettes. The formeris
prepared by salt curing the duck leg and cooking it in its
own fat, while the latter is similar to pâté and excellent
served with a local wine such as St Mont or Madiran.

The finest of Gers cuisine can be sampled at one
of the Logis restaurants in the region. You can enjoy
traditional dishes as well as gourmet specialities, all
prepared with local produce and accompanied by a
warm atmosphere and good service. The wines are
also of the native terroir and complement the menu
perfectly. Choose from the ‘Terroir Selection’ for
authentic recipes that provide a gastronomic glimpse
of the Gers.

The penchant for good food means there is no
shortage of markets to attend, both in Auch and
throughout the département. Bread, cheeses, fruit and
vegetables of all shapes and colours tantalise shoppers
from their respective stalls.

www.terreblanche.fr
www.logishotels-gers.com
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The Gers

Getting out and about
Keen walkers and cyclists won’t struggle to find a pretty
route through the Gers countryside. Whether you prefer
woodland, lakes or valleys you’ll love the sights, sounds,
flora and fauna to be discovered. Its situation on the edge
of the Pyrenees National Park gives the département an
abundance of wildlife. From mammals such as bats, otters
and the endangered European mink to birds like herons,
hobby falcons and black kites, the region provides a rich,
verdant habitat for countless species.
Routes are largely circuitous and offer the very best
of Gascon scenery. Leading you past hamlets and
Romanesque chapels set against the stunning backdrop
of the Pyrenees , they give a sense of the timeless rural
spirit of the area. You can also immerse yourself in the
country’s history by treading in the footsteps of the pilgrims.
There are four main paths that follow the route to Santiago
de Compostela, each with red and white GR signs to mark
the way. The northern-most takes you Lectoure, Condom
and Éauze, while the most popular southern path enables
you to explore sites like St Mary’s Cathedral in Auch.
Many of the walking trails are also open to riders and
there are equestrian centres across the region that offer
organised treks. Alternatively, you can discover the Gers
by canoe. Excursions on the river Baïse are a popular way
to see the countryside from a different perspective and let
the kids make a splash along the way.
If you’re giving your feet a break from all the walking,
the Route des Bastides is a beautifully scenic drive.
Linking Marciac to Auch, it takes you through several
medieval towns including Bassoues with its impressive
40 metre tower, Montesquiou, the historical seat of
one of the oldest aristocratic families in Europe,
the Montesquiou-Fezenacs, and Barran, famous
in the 19th century for its snails, which were used
to make special gums to prevent coughing.
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Tip - Pick up your

Passeport Privilège

from any tourist office in the
region to enjoy discounts on
a wide range of excursions
and activities.
www.tourisme-gers.com
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© Collection Tourisme Gers - Barthe Pierre, Viet Dominique.
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Join the festivities
A stay in the Gers will often reward you with a chance
to attend one of the region’s many festivals. A land with
such extensive heritage and culture has much to celebrate,
and the locals are more than ready to share their traditions
with visitors.
The event of the musical calendar is Jazz in Marciac, a
festival that features some of the genre’s best-known artists,
including George Benson, Joe Cocker, Curtis Stigers and
Al Jarreau. Performances run from late July to mid August
and attract more than 100,000 visitors each year. The town
itself is abuzz during the season, with free concerts in the
square and a variety of foods available at the restaurants.
Tap and jazz dance classes are also held for adults and
children, and budding jazz artists can take part in
workshops delivered by top musicians. The town’s worldclass Territories of Jazz museum is also open, offering an
audio-guided look into the history of jazz and some of its
greatest artists.
The Festival de Tempo Latino in Vic-Fezensac and
the Festival de Country Music in Mirande are also popular
events which show how the region has embraced other
cultures. Both span four days during July and attract
local and international performers as well as huge
audiences. The Festival de Country includes a US cars
and trucks show, a bike show and plenty of opportunities
for line dancing.

Winter visitors to the Gers will be treated to the twinkling
lights and cheerful decorations of the Christmas festival.
In December and January, over 25,000 people come to
the Gers to enjoy the festive magic and explore the handcrafted nativity scenes displayed in nine of the villages
around Lectoure. Christmas markets are held around
the area, with visits from Père Noël, concerts and
children’s activities.
The flower festival at Fourcès brings the département
out of the dreary winter months and into the full colour of
spring. The village truly lives up to its reputation as one
of the most beautiful in France during late April, when
exhibitors transform it into a spectacular flower fair with
both local and exotic varieties on sale.

Find out more

www.festival.tourisme-gers.com
www.jazzinmarciac.com
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Where to stay
With so much to offer, the Gers is perfect for a
holiday at any time of year. Detached from the rush
of its busier neighbours, it provides a relaxed yet
dynamic environment for a break, where you can
be as active as you choose. You’ll be received with
a warm welcome, not just by campsite and hotel
owners, but wherever you go.
Drift off under the stars in your tent, rent a charming
gite or treat yourself to a more luxurious break in a
hotel; however you prefer to spend your stay, you
won’t be far from the space and harmony of your
surroundings. From your base you have the freedom
to explore the countryside, book an excursion or
simply take it easy by the pool.

Hotels

Campsites
The vast selection of campsites in
the Gers enables you to travel easily
around the region, staying at several
sites or finding a central location from
which to explore. Whether you prefer
to pitch or stay in a mobile home or
chalet, there’s accommodation to suit
you. Campsites range from larger
holiday parks that are great for active
family holidays to smaller sites that
offer a tranquil escape from busy
everyday life. We’ve selected some
of the best campsites below, and for
more information on the diverse
locations across the Gers, visit
www.campings.tourisme-gers.com

FR32080

Camping le Talouch

The welcoming nature of locals in the Gers is more
than apparent at its various hotels and B&Bs. If you’re
looking for somewhere fairly central, Auch is an ideal
place to stay and comfortable rooms can be found
for around £55 per night. There are also several more
luxurious options if you want to make your trip extra
special, but wherever you stay you can look forward
to warm hospitality and bonhomie.

www.hotels.tourisme-gers.com

Gites

A huge array of gites offering accommodation for
couples, families and larger groups is readily accessible
via the Gers tourism website. Each is well-equipped
and available throughout the year, and many accept
pets at no extra charge.

www.tourisme-gers.com
www.tourisme-gers.com

Although in a quiet location, this
site is just a short distance from
Auch and is a great option for a
first-time trip to the Gers. Pitches
are spacious and, in addition to the
range of on-site activities, there is
golf, riding and fishing nearby.

www.camping-talouch.eu

FR32020

Camping du Lac Marciac

Well situated and owned by an
English couple, this site allows you
to immerse yourself in Gers culture
with summer wine and cheese
tastings from local producers.
The well-shaded pitches and quiet
ambience make for a wonderfully
relaxing stay.
www.camping-marciac.com
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Le Camp de Florence

Camping le Lac de l’Uby

Camping
Lac de Thoux st Cricq

Le Camp de Florence is an excellent
getaway, with large, part terraced
pitches and stunning views across
the countryside. On the edge of
La Romieu, it’s ideal for walks along
the Santiago de Compostela route
and has an excellent restaurant
serving local food.

Open between late March and early
November, this site provides plenty
to keep you and the kids occupied
day and night. Choose from a
spacious pitch, a mobile home or
a bungalow and enjoy the range of
activities available.

Located between Auch and
Toulouse on the edge of a large
lake, this site is a great place to
experience the cuisine, scenery
and culture of the Gers. Relax by
the lake, or have a sailing lesson
at the nearby sailing club.

FR32010

FR32130

www.lecampdeflorence.com

www.camping-uby.com

www.camping-lacdethoux.com

FR32060

FR32210

Camping les Trois Vallées

Château le Haget

Domaine d’Escapa

This large holiday complex is great
for families and offers mobile homes
and pitches for tents, caravans and
motorhomes. In addition to the
scenic lake, there is an impressive
pool complex complete with jacuzzi
and paddling pool.

Set in magnificent grounds, this
site offers a more secluded and
peaceful place to stay. There is a
swimming pool and table tennis
on-site, and canoeing and kayaking
excursions are run in nearby
Mirande.

Located in the heart of rural
Gascony, Domaine d’Escapa
provides the perfect opportunity
to sample outdoor life.
Accommodation comes in the
form of tipi lodges, tree houses
and trailers, offering you something
a little different on your holiday.

www.kasteel-camping.com

www.domaine-escapa.com

www.lacdes3vallees.fr

FR32100 Camping

FR32170

FR32040

les Lacs de Courtes

Camping Aramis

Camping Naturiste Devèze

A lively site with plenty of leisure
activities, Camping les Lacs de
Courtés has a huge range of
accommodation options including
pitches, chalets and bungalows
to suit travellers of all kinds.

A pretty family site, Camping
Aramis is open for camping from
April to September and within easy
distance of the attractions of Auch.
The unspoiled natural setting
makes for a relaxing stay, and there
are some excellent walking trails in
the area.

The friendly environment at this
naturist site offers a thoroughly
relaxing stay. The pitches are
semi-shaded and there is a lake
nearby for swimming, as well as
a pool complex and sports and
leisure activities for both naturists
and non-naturists.

www.lacsdecourtes.com

www.flowercampings.com

www.deveze-nat.com
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Winter on the continent

Winter snow

knowledge

The
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❄ Be prepared for adverse weather
conditions when travelling in the winter
months. In Germany, for example, your
vehicle is required to have winter tyres
fitted. Getting stuck in snow without
the appropriate tyres will land you an
on-the-spot fine.
❄ Keep the car well stocked with de-icer,
salt blankets and water while you’re
out and about in case you run into any
unexpected circumstances. It’s also a
good idea to keep fuel levels to at least
a quarter of a tank to ensure you can
tackle delays.
❄ It’s a good idea to check with your
insurer that your motor home or
caravan is insured for bad weather
damage. Storms and hail aren’t
uncommon during winter, so make
sure your vehicle is protected.
❄ Winter touring can mean wetter
weather, so remember to take wedges,
ground mats and chocks to stop
unexpected sinking into soggy ground.
❄ Research your campsite carefully.
Check when it’s open, where it’s
situated and whether there are pitches
available with walls or hedges that may
act as windbreaks. It’s also worth
checking that all services and utilities
are open throughout the season.

Top tip
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Winter sun

❂ If you’re heading to Spain for some
winter sun and you wear glasses,
you’re required to carry a spare
pair when driving.
❂ Travelling to Portugal for some winter
sun? Some of the toll roads are payable
by electronic means. For a calculation
of toll prices based on whether you’re
towing or in a motor home, visit
www.viamichelin.co.uk and check the
car/caravan box under ‘more options’.
❂ If you’re towing in Spain, it’s a legal
requirement to carry two warning
triangles.

Top tip
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all
Tent camping

kitted out

Low season is a great time to think about

upgrading your camping equipment. Perhaps

you’re looking to travel farther afield next year,
or try a trip during cooler weather – whatever
your plans are, winter is the ideal opportunity

to find the kit to meet your needs.
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Top tent countdown
With so many brands and styles on the market, there’s
no excuse to hang on to your pre-owned, slightly leaky
tent anymore. From more modest two person dome tents
to ultra-spacious family options, there are plenty of models
to choose from.

Campers spending longer than one or two nights away,
however, will want something more robust. Tents by Khyam
are popular thanks to their quick assembly and better
overall stability, and inflatable tents, although more
expensive and heavier, are equally effortless to set up.

Many modern tents are made from polyester and
feature a polyurethane (PU) coating to make them
waterproof. These coatings come in different strengths,
measured in Hydrostatic Head (HH), the lowest of which
must be 1500 for a tent to be classified as waterproof.
A higher hydrostatic head means a more waterproof
material and a longer lasting coating – perfect for campers
who like to get out into the fresh air whatever the weather.

Families will of course be looking for something large
and sturdy. There are several options including tunnel tents,
which offer ample headroom and are commonly seen on
many campsites. Another option is the pod tent, which has
a living space and several ‘pods’ leading off. These are
ideal for families, as parents and kids get separate sleeping
spaces and the heart of the tent offers somewhere to
congregate during the day. They do often incur extra fees
on campsites though, due to their large ground area.

The type of tent you buy will largely depend on how
many berths you need, where you will be taking it and
how easy it needs to be to erect. Festival-goers favour
‘instant’ models that are easily set up and taken down.
A coiled, sprung frame is fitted into the fabric and when
unpacked, becomes a simple but effective living space.
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Tent camping

Bedding down
The days when campers regularly faced an
uncomfortable night’s sleep are, thankfully, over. With a
range of bedding options on the market, you’ll be drifting
off under the stars in no time at all.

Choosing
your bag

When you’
re choosing
your
new sleepin
g bag, look
for
two key fact
ors:

The three main types of bed are the traditional camp
bed, the sleeping mat and the airbed. The latest designs
mean that camp beds no longer present the risk of
collapsing, while sleeping mats come in self-inflating
forms to offer more insulation and comfort. Airbeds are
wonderfully comfortable, if a little cumbersome to pack
and transport.
Sleeping bags are generally advised for camping trips,
rather than duvets, because they’re specially designed for
outdoor use and provide better insulation. If you’re taking
children, there are sleeping bags available that adjust to
‘grow’ with your child, giving them maximum longevity.
You can also purchase bags that are tailored to men’s
and women’s body shapes to get a more snug fit and
ensure you stay warm even on chilly nights.

Temperature rating
Select the bag based on the coldest
temperatures you plan to sleep in.
‘One Season’ bags are suitable for
summer camping.
‘Two Seasons’ will typically keep you
warm in mild spring and autumn
temperatures.
‘Three Seasons’ will keep you
comfortable most of the year, except
in harsh conditions.
‘Four Seasons’ bags are suitable for
all-year-round use.

Insulation type
The choice is between down – lightweight
and breathable but difficult to dry – and
synthetic, which is cheaper and better for
cold or wet conditions. Either is suitable
for the recreational camper.
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Out and about
The pack: Camping holidays are ideal for walkers,
and when you’re out and about you need to be able
to comfortably carry your essentials. Buying a suitable
rucksack that fits well will minimise the stress of the
extra weight on your body, making it comfier to carry.
A 30 to 35 litre pack will be plenty to carry your
essentials – food, water, compass and maps, torch,
towels etc. Pockets are useful for smaller items like
bottles of water and sunscreen that you may need to
access regularly. When choosing your pack, ensure
the hip belt fits comfortably across the hips. Some
manufacturers now have adjustable straps to cater for
both women and men. A rucksack with a chest strap
will help to reduce pressure on your shoulders, making
it easier to carry for longer periods.
The boots: The best thing about hiking boots is their
longevity. If yours are starting to look a bit tired though,
you’ll be spoilt for choice when buying your new pair.
The most essential thing to consider is, of course, fit
– not too tight and high sides for good ankle support –
but think about material too. Leather is the traditional
option, but fabric boots have become more popular in
recent years thanks to their breathable nature. If you go
for these, check they’re lined with Gore-Tex®, Sympatex
or something similar to make them waterproof.
The sound system: If you haven’t treated yourself
to a good quality speaker set yet, now is the time.
With smartphones and tablets able to hold countless
tracks as well as provide entertainment for the evenings,
there are no excuses for putting up with a tinny sound.
Just remember to consider your neighbours!
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Check out our feature,
In the Bag, over the page for
some fun camping products
to pack this season.
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In the

bag
Kozi Kidz rainwear
Ideal for keeping the kids dry in adverse weather,
the new Kozi Kidz Norfolk rainwear range is a
colourful way to beat those sudden showers.
Snug-fitting and designed for warmth and
comfort, each jacket has a fleece lined collar,
elasticated cuffs and a detachable peaked hood.

£49.00 kozikidz.com

Prima chic whistling kettle
Liven up breakfast time with this fun whistling
kettle from Your Chic Boutique. Available in a
range of bright colours, it’s sure to make your
morning cup of tea a cheerful occasion whatever
the weather.

£15.00 yourchicboutique.com
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Lifeventure SoftFibre
Trek Towels
Bulky beach towels are a thing of the past thanks
to Lifeventure’s latest range of SoftFibre Trek
Towels. Cosy and quick-drying, these lightweight
towels are the perfect beach accessory for adults
and kids alike.

£29.99 cotswoldoutdoor.com

Lifeventure thermal mugs
Perfect for those winter breaks, these colourful
thermal mugs will ensure your tea is piping hot in
all weathers. Thanks to the high performance
vacuum insulation, your drink will stay warm for
up to four hours even on the coldest of days.

£10.99 wiggle.co.uk

Vintage style clock
This neat, Parisian-style clock is the perfect
addition to your caravan kitchenette. Featuring
an alarm and timer, you need never worry about
a late departure or over-cooked eggs!

£10.00 yourchicboutique.com
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Sicily

gods

Land of the

The crossroads of the Mediterranean, Sicily is
something of a tapestry woven with threads
from numerous cultures. Its Greek temples,

Baroque style palazzi and Byzantine influenced

churches offer a glimpse into its history, and its
mild climate and idyllic beaches make it the
perfect year-round destination.
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Sicily
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Sites and seasides
It’s almost impossible to think about Sicily without
bringing to mind Mount Etna, Europe’s tallest active
volcano and, according to Greek myth, the location of
Hephaestus’ forges. Its activity makes the surrounding
land extremely fertile, and vineyards and orchards cover
its lower slopes and the nearby Plain of Catania.
Visitors are seldom deterred from exploring the volcano,
despite its recent activity; indeed this seems to make it an
even more irresistible site for an excursion. Footpaths are
rugged and poorly marked, so your journey should be
made with a qualified guide. For those less inclined to
brave the slopes on foot, there is a cable car that runs
from Rifugio Sapienza and stops close to the summit.
A trip to the top rewards you with spectacular views out
across the Gulf of Taormina and the Aeolian Islands.
Taormina is one of Sicily’s more touristy towns, having
been popular since the 18th century for its breathtaking
position on the east coast. From the Greek amphitheatre
you can see out along the coastline with its clear azure
waters and over to Mount Etna, which is capped with
snow for much of the year.
To the north is Palermo, Sicily’s capital and a melting
pot of culture, having been under Roman, Byzantine, Arab
and Norman rule before finally becoming a part of unified
Italy, and being given autonomy in 1946. There’s no

shortage of architecture; the city’s palazzi, churches and
squares reveal various aspects of its history. Particularly
impressive are the 12th century mosaics and Baroque
facade of the Chiesa della Martorana, a church that
overlooks the Piazza Bellini and is annexed to a Norman
church. The magnificent Palazzo dei Normanii, once
seat of the kings of Sicily, also merits a visit and houses
the Cappella Palatina, an elegant royal chapel dating
back to 1080.
Sicily’s coast is outlined with a vast array of beautiful
sandy beaches, lapped by the warm waters of the
Mediterranean sea. A visit to the south east wouldn’t be
complete without a trip to the Vendicari Nature Reserve,
which has some of the best and least frequented beaches
on the island, being a haunt more for migratory birds such
as flamingos, herons and storks than for humans.
Where there are beaches, there are inevitably water
sports, and adventurous visitors can try a range of
activities, from scuba diving, fishing and kayaking to newer
sports such as kitesurfing and wakeboarding. Many
centres offer courses and equipment, so whether you’re
a beginner or a seasoned enthusiast, you can enjoy
the island from offshore.
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Sicily

God’s kitchen
Sicily has not earned the name ‘God’s Kitchen’ for
nothing. Like its buildings, its gastronomy displays
influences from the Arabs, Spanish, Greeks and Normans.
Each region on the island has its own speciality, from
biscotti ennesi (a sweet dish from Enna) to arancini (fried
rice balls associated with Messina), and Sicily as a whole
has a reputation for pasta as well as seafood, which is
largely caught from the local waters.
Arab influences can be found in Sicilian food in the form
of spices such as saffron, nutmeg and clove, while the
Spanish introduced maize, cocoa and tomatoes. Dishes
such as Pasta alle sarde (with anchovies) and manicotti are
popular, while sea bass, tuna and swordfish are common
local delicacies.
The island’s most famous culinary delights, however,
are sweet. Native to Palermo is Cassata, a sponge cake
moistened with fruit juice or liqueur and filled with layers of
ricotta mixed with candied peel and vanilla or chocolate.
The outside is covered with marzipan and icing and
candied fruits are used to decorate the top. Other dishes
include cannoli, cuccidati (fig cookies) and frutta martorana,
marzipan that is shaped and coloured to look like fruit.
Sicily’s volcanic soil and warm climate make it ideal
for wine making, and a tradition of viticulture has operated
since the island was occupied by the Greeks. Particularly
notable are the red wines, which include Nero d’Avola
and Cerasuolo di Vittoria, and the dessert wines such
as Marsala.
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Camping Villaggio Marinello
Best campsites in Sicily

Oliveri, Sicily
Tel +39 094 131 3000 www.villaggiomarinello.it

Located by the sea with access to an
uncrowded sandy beach, Camping Villagio
Marinello is a family-run site with an
emphasis on a pleasant and relaxing stay.
Apartments and bungalows are available,
and pitches are shaded by tall trees.
Campers can enjoy lovely sea views from
the on-site restaurant and tours to major
sightseeing destinations such as Mount Etna
and Taormina are arranged at reception.

Camping Jonio
Catania, Sicily
Tel +39 095 491 139 www.campingjonio.com

An ideal destination for a short break to
unwind, Camping Jonio is a small, tranquil
site close to the city of Catania. With its
own private beach on a beautiful stretch
of coast on the Ionian Sea, it is close to
some delightful rock pools that are great
to explore with the kids. The touring
pitches are on gravel and shaded by tall
trees and bamboo screens, and there are
also bungalows and mobile homes available.

Camping Rais Gerbi
Finale di Pollina, Sicily
Tel +39 092 142 6570 www.raisgerbi.it

Situated on the island’s north coast near
Cefalu, this pleasant campsite overlooks
Sicily’s beautiful rocky coastline and the
aquamarine waters of the Mediterranean
Sea. The site is terraced and pitches
are shaded, with stunning views of the
coast; there is also accommodation for
rent. Palermo is less than an hour’s drive
away, making it convenient for day trips and
sightseeing tours can be arranged at the site.
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El Bahira Camping Village
Best campsites in Sicily

San Vito Lo Capo, Sicily
Tel +39 092 397 2577 www.elbahira.it

Well placed for gorgeous beaches, nature
reserves and sightseeing, El Bahira Camping
Village is a popular site overlooking the
Gulf of Makari. The owners have
developed the site to a high standard
and pitches are on sloping gravel with
good shade. Close to the historic towns
of Alcamo and Erice, it is ideal for exploring
the island and keen divers will enjoy
discovering what the coastline has to offer.

Camping Kamemi
Ribera, Sicily
Tel +39 092 569 212 www.kamemivillage.com

This medium-sized site is located on the
south-west coast of Sicily, close to the
sandy beaches of Menfi and the port of
Sciacca. Pitches are well shaded and
there is a range of facilities including
a launderette, Sicilian restaurant and
two swimming pools lined with trees.
Further along the coast is Agrigento,
the site of an ancient Greek city with an
extraordinary archaeological legacy.

BIG
win!

WIN A
HOLID
AY

See if you can
win! BIG
To enter simply go to
www.alanrogers.com/winbig
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Alan Rogers travel service
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essentials
Any experienced camper or caravanner knows that family

camping trips take a lot of organisation. There’s the

equipment to check, the campsite to choose, the pitch to
book, the ferry crossing to arrange – and that’s before
you’ve taken the kids shopping for summer clothes.
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Narrowing down the campsite choices can be one of the hardest
parts. Modern campsites have so much to offer, from great facilities
to well-run activity clubs for children. Whether you’re looking to
stay by the beach in Spain or in the Austrian mountains, there
are always plenty of options.
The Alan Rogers Travel Service has made life a little easier
with an all-new essentials brochure - over 160 of Europe’s
finest campsites in 11 countries, all independently inspected
and selected by Alan Rogers inspectors for our market
leading guide books. So all you need do is make your
choice, call us to make arrangements and start looking
forward to your well-earned holiday. We’ll do the rest.
The Alan Rogers Travel Service was originally set up to
provide a low cost booking service for readers. We pride
ourselves on being able to put together a bespoke holiday,
taking advantage of our experience, knowledge and
contacts. You’ll get convenience, peace of mind, a friendly,
efficient service - and amazing value for money.
It’s our biggest ever choice of campsites, with
even more coming soon online, and we can
arrange more ferry crossings at incredible
prices too. So order a copy today and take
a look at our essentials programme for
your next holiday.

All-new essentials brochure
• 167 campsites in 11 countries
• Ideal for tents, caravans, motorhomes
- and everything in between
• Travel Card benefits at many sites
• More ferry routes at seriously reduced prices
- call us for a quote and see for yourself!

Order your FREE brochure

01580 214000
Don’t miss out on your

essentials
alanrogers.com/brochure
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rally
steward

A rallying cry

A day in the life of a

Organising a rally requires hard work and attention to
detail. There are campsites to book, ferry crossings to
arrange, excursions to set up and entertainment to

consider. But when the careful planning and extensive

preparation comes together, it makes for a highly
successful and enjoyable trip for all.

We invite Tony Read, an experienced rally marshal

for the Auto-Trail Owners’ Club, to give us the inside

story on the recent rally from Luxembourg to Bavaria,
organised with a helping hand from Alan Rogers.
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A rallying cry
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Travel with
peace of mind
Looking for competitively priced insurance
for your camping or caravanning holiday?
We have been entrusted with readers’
campsite holidays since 1968. Choosing the
right campsite is one thing; having proper,
suitable travel insurance is another.
Personal Travel Insurance
Ideal for self-drive holidays in Europe, and
including cover for camping equipment.
Family policies are available.
• 24 hour travel advice line and multi
lingual medical assistance

Vehicle Assistance Insurance
The vehicle assistance service is provided by
Green Flag and a network of over 7,500 garages
and agents. Serving 3 million people a year, they
are well used to looking after the needs of
campsite-based holidaymakers.
• Roadside assistance
• Vehicle repatriation (and alternative driver)
• Cover prior to departure

• Repatriation and evacuation cover

Get an instant quote and and start looking
forward to your holiday with confidence!

• Repatriation due to serious illness
of relatives at home

01580 214000
alanrogers.com/insurance

Full policy terms and conditions apply.
ALAN ROGERS TRAVEL LIMITED is an appointed representative of ITC Compliance Limited which is authorised and regulated by the FCA
(registration number 313486). ITC Compliance Ltd's registered office is 4 Monarch Court, Emersons Green, Bristol, BS16 7FH.

great
outdoors
the call

of the

Outdoor activities

Campsites are all about being in the open air,

enjoying wonderful natural surroundings. And,

of course, time spent on a campsite lends itself

to outdoor activities of all sorts, from

‘conventional’ sports like tennis, to activities

often more associated with a holiday, such as

kayaking or rafting, through to outward bound

pursuits like orienteering and more specialist

activities like sand yachting.
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Recognising this, campsites have evolved hugely in recent years, investing in new

sporting facilities, developing new services and attracting new activity-minded
holiday makers. This is partly due to leisure trends, partly to the influence of

organisations like Center Parcs and the Duke of Edinburgh scheme and partly to

commercial needs. Many campers are first and foremost activity enthusiasts, for whom

staying on a campsite is simply a convenient means of enjoying their chosen activity.
Others are ‘die-hard’ campers who also happen to enjoy a chosen activity.

Choosing campsites for
outdoor activities
The quality of sporting activities offered by campsites
is often remarkable but it’s clear that it is no longer
enough for a well-run campsite to offer the bare
minimum – proper investment, modern infrastructure,
quality equipment and qualified professional
supervision are all essential.
Some campsites offer a wide range of quality activities,
aiming for wide appeal to all age groups and interests.
This kind of campsite can be a great idea for families
with different ages to cater for.
Camping Ty Nadan in Brittany is exemplary,
offering quad biking, aerial zip wires and tree
top adventure trails, mountain biking, archery,
paintballing and sea kayak excursions.

A specific speciality
Some people choose their campsite with a particular
activity in mind. The lakes of the Landes in southwest
France offer superb conditions for windsurfing, while
many waterside campsites in Holland are popular
with sailors for their facilities.
Other campsites have become expert in a specific
activity, perhaps by virtue of location or personal
interest of the owner.
Camping Wulfener Hals in northern Germany, is
ideal for sailing and water sports. Camping Jungfrau
in Switzerland is ideal for climbing activities. Camping
Seiser Alm in the Italian Dolomites and Glen Nevis
Caravan and Camping Park in Scotland are great
bases for mountain pursuits.
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Outdoor activities

great
outdoors
of the

the call

Something for everyone
Swimming

Most family campsites these days boast a swimming
pool, often an impressive aqua park with slides and
pools. But for that ‘at one with nature’ feel, you can’t
beat splashing around in a river or lake. Try the tumbling
waters of the Ardeche, with pebbly beaches and
buzzards wheeling overhead above the craggy cliffs.
Or enjoy the cool expanse of inviting waters of a
shimmering English lake.

Adventure underground

Some campsites, especially in the Belgian Ardennes,
are well placed for underground activities involving
caves, potholes, ropes and flashlights.

Up in the trees…

A relatively recent innovation are aerial adventure
parks, built up in the treetops of mature woodland.
Increasing numbers of campsites have their own
(le Ty Nadan in Brittany).

Outdoor activities for
active children
Many campsites operate kids’ clubs in high season,
usually free of charge and multi-national. Activities
depend very much on age groups but usually include
face painting, treasure hunts, rounders, swimming,
circus skills and the like. Activities for older children
might include paid-for canoe excursions, bike rides
and discos and even rehearsals for a stage show in
front of parents at the end of the week.
Of course, children enjoy camping holidays at various
levels. They enjoy the thrill of sleeping in a different
environment; the freedom and fun; and all the small
pleasures of being outdoors: pond dipping, watching
wildlife, eating breakfast outside every morning.
Activities do not always have to be organised.
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Riding

Adventure underground

Some campsites, like Stowford Farm Meadows in
Devon, have their own stables and offer riding for all
levels. Many others are close to riding facilities.

Some campsites, especially in the Belgian Ardennes,
are well placed for underground activities involving
caves, potholes, ropes and flashlights.

Canoeing is a great activity on many French campsites,
especially in the Ardeche and Dordogne: it’s easy to
paddle downstream and fun for all the family. Some
campsites offer proper tuition, then set you off with
lunch in waterproof containers, arranging to meet you
downstream and return you to the campsite by minibus.

Skiing is always popular and a little snow should never
stop anyone from enjoying a camping holiday! A number
of Alpine campsites in France, Austria, and Scandinavia,
are open all year round and offer great skiing and
snowboarding. Essentials like ski passes and equipment
hire are often available while specially adapted mobile
homes and accommodation are the norm.

Canoeing

Watersports

Many campsites are well placed for sailing and
windsurfing, some even have their own dinghy launching
slipways. Others offer more esoteric activities like kite
surfing, scuba diving and water skiing.

Skiing

Bikes

Road cycling is hugely popular and easily enjoyed while
staying on a campsite. Off road trails for mountain bikes
can be found, for example, at Natterersee in the
Austrian Tirol.

‘Experiences’
Of course, activities can be full-on adrenalin
rushes or rather more sedate affairs. A majestic
hot air balloon ride over the Loire châteaux,
a dawn microlight flight or even an open air
painting workshop make for a wonderful
and memorable holiday experience.
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Yelloh ! Village les Mimosas
Best campsites for Outdoor Activities

Aude, Languedoc-Roussillon
Tel +33 468 49 03 72 www.camping-les-mimosas.fr

Six kilometres inland from the beaches of
Narbonne and Gruissan, this site benefits
from a calmer situation than others by
the sea. The site is lively with plenty
to amuse and entertain the younger
generation whilst offering facilities for
the whole family. There are 266 pitches,
150 for touring, many in a circular
layout and of a very good size.

Airotel Camping de la Côte d’Argent
Gironde, Aquitaine
Tel +33 556 09 10 25 www.camping-cote-dargent.com

This large, well equipped site makes an
ideal base for walkers and cyclists with
over 100 km of cycle lanes in the area.
Its top attraction is its pool complex,
where wooden bridges connect the
pools and islands. There are 600 touring
pitches arranged under trees with some
on sand. High quality entertainment takes
place at the impressive bar/restaurant
near the entrance.

Camping les Sablons
Hérault, Languedoc-Roussillon
Tel +33 298 56 81 73 www.les-sablons.com

Les Sablons is an impressive and
popular site with lots going on,
including shops, a restaurant,
a bar and a large pool complex
with no fewer than five slides and
three heated pools. There is also
direct access to a white sandy
beach, close to a small lake.
There are 800 pitches, the majority
of which have good shade.
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Leading Camping les Alicourts
Tel +33 254 88 63 34 www.lesalicourts.com

A secluded holiday village set in the heart
of the forest, with many sporting facilities
and a super spa centre, Camping les
Alicourts is midway between Orléans
and Bourges. There are 490 pitches,
153 for touring and the remainder
occupied by mobile homes and
chalets. The excellent facilities are
open all season and the leisure
amenities are exceptional.

Camping Club le Floride et l’Embouchure
Pyrénées-Orientales, Languedoc-Rousillon

Best campsites for Outdoor Activities

Loir-et-Cher, Val de Loire

Tel +33 468 86 11 75 www.floride.fr

Le Floride et l’Embouchure is really two sites
in one – l’Embouchure the smaller one with
direct access to the beach and le Floride
on the opposite side of the road into
Le Barcarès village. The site offers 632
reasonably sized pitches and a good
range of chalets and mobile homes for
rent. It’s a very friendly, family-centred site,
and has an excellent aquapark with several
water slides and a covered pool.

Recreatiepark De Boshoek
Voorthuizen, Gelderland
Tel +31 342 41 12 97 www.deboshoek.nl

Camping de Boshoek is a spacious,
family oriented campsite located in
the heart of the Veluwe. It forms
a part of a large leisure park that
includes bungalows for rent and
private chalets, as well as 120
touring pitches. Children will
enjoy the playground with its
giant 7.5 metre slide, and there
is pony club and a children’s farm.
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Camping l’Arize
Best campsites for Outdoor Activities

Ariège, Midi-Pyrénées
Tel +33 561 65 81 51 www.camping-arize.com

Camping l’Arize sits in a delightful, tranquil
valley among the foothills of the Pyrénées,
beside the River Arize. The river is
fenced for the safety of children on the
site, but may be accessed just outside
the gate and has good trout fishing.
The 71 large touring pitches are neatly
laid out on level grass within the
spacious site.

Camping Residence Corones
Trentino – Alto Adige
Tel +39 047 449 6490 www.corones.com

Situated in a pine forest clearing at the
foot of the attractive Antholz valley
in the heart of German-speaking
Südtirol, Corones is ideally situated
both for winter sports enthusiasts
and for walkers, cyclists and
mountain bikers. There are 135
level pitches, as well as luxury
apartments and authentic Canadian
log cabins for hire.

Camping Seiser Alm
Trentino – Alto Adige
Tel +39 047 170 6459 www.camping-seiseralm.com

Seiser Alm is a superb site in the
magnificent Südtirol region of the
Dolomite mountains. Towering peaks
provide a wonderful backdrop when
you dine in the charming, traditional
style restaurant on the upper terrace.
Here you will also find the bar, shop
and reception. The 150 touring pitches
are of a very high standard and many
visit to to walk or cycle.
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Trollveggen Camping
Best campsites for Outdoor Activities

Møre og Romsdal, Western Fjords
Tel +47 71 22 37 00 www.trollveggen.com

The location of this site provides a unique
experience – it is set at the foot of the
famous vertical cliff of Trollveggen
(the Troll Wall), which is Europe’s
highest vertical mountain face.
The site is pleasantly laid out in
terraces with level grass pitches
and there is an attractive barbecue
area beside the river.

Luxury mobile homes

in France
• Contemporary, fully equipped mobile homes
• 3 bedroom mobile homes - room for all
• 2 bedroom mobile homes - great value
• Modern, apartment style decor
• Complete with fridge-freezer, microwave, hob
• All with private bathroom and all with wooden
sun deck
• FREE Kids Clubs available
Escape on a fantastic value mobile home
holiday this summer. We offer top quality,
independently assessed campsites in the
most popular regions of France. Just drive
up, check in and start enjoying yourself.
You’ll find great locations (beachside fun,
stunning scenery, impressive châteaux
- you choose); amazing free pool complexes
(waterslides, wave machines, lagoons);
superb facilities with restaurants, shopping
and free evening entertainment all on site; loads
of activities (from cycling to quad biking, from funky
play areas to aerial tree-top walkways, from canoeing
to riding schools).
Come with us and discover the incredible value and
unique experiences of an Alan Rogers ‘Escapes’ holiday.

Call our friendly team

01580 214000
FREE brochure, advice and an instant quote

alanrogers.com/freebrochure
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Luxembourg

Nestled between France, Germany and

Belgium, Luxembourg is a rich and beautiful,

yet surprisingly undiscovered, holiday

destination. From the breathtaking scenery

of Ardennes to the captivating vitality of

Luxembourg City, this charming country has
plenty to offer the adventurous camper.
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realm

The undiscovered
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Luxembourg

The world’s only remaining grand duchy, Luxembourg has

attracted great military interest throughout its history, with

many of the surrounding nations vying for control. Today, it
is the country’s nature, its historic buildings and extensive

vineyards that attract around two million tourists each year.
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An outdoor playground
In the north of the country lies the Ardennes, a
verdant haven of tranquillity ideal for mountain bikers,
walkers and nature lovers. The rolling hills, large leafy
forests and glassy lakes can be explored via a variety of
trails, from the Remembrance Path, which traces the
various stages of the confrontation between the
American and German troops in the Battle of the Bulge,
to the Sonorous Trail, which invites the hiker to stop and
make music or listen to nature at each of its 17 stations.
In addition, there are countless other routes of varying
lengths to explore, designed as round trips and easily
accessible by car.
Bikes can be hired for around €15 for a whole day
and guided cycling or mountain biking tours are lead by
qualified guides who will show you some of the
Ardennes’ best kept secrets. Trails are organised to suit
all abilities and range from 10 to 40km.
For those feeling a little more daring, the Our Nature
Park has two adventure parks within it. Discover the
outdoors from a different perspective on the high ropes
course in the Indian Forest at Vianden, a journey that
takes you through the treetops on ropes and zip wires.
After a short safety briefing, visitors can choose one of
six courses to complete for the ultimate aerial adrenaline
rush.
Budding adventurers can also enjoy a range of
outdoor activities at the Mamm’Out Outdoor Sports
Centre. Covering 2.5 hectares and comprising three
abandoned quarries to discover, you can scale the cliff
faces by climbing and abseiling, brave the giant ladder
or practise your archery.
Immerse yourself in the Ardennes at Camping
Kautenbach, situated in the heart of the region with
numerous excellent walking routes nearby. There’s also
access to a rail station, making for easy day trips to
Luxembourg City.
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Luxembourg

Must see

The Chemin de la Corniche is described as Europe’s most
beautiful balcony, and for good reason. Carved into the

rock, it offers stunning views across the historic buildings,
old viaducts and manicured gardens of the city.
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A cosmopolitan capital
A UNESCO World Heritage site, Luxembourg City’s
Old Town is perched high above the surrounding valley
and towers over the remains of the once formidable
fortress. At over a thousand years old, it bears
testament to the country’s turbulent history.
The fortress itself was built by Count Siegfried and
it was around it that the city gradually grew up. During
the Middle Ages, fortifications began to be built and
by the sixteenth century, Luxembourg was one of the
most strategic and impenetrable strongholds in Europe.
A tumultuous period followed, with the country falling
under French, Spanish, Austrian, Prussian and
German rule.
Today’s Luxembourg City is cosmopolitan and multilingual. Of its 85,000 inhabitants, over half are foreign,
so you may expect to be greeted in French, German
or Luxembourgish. Indeed, Luxembourg was the first
city to be named European Capital of Culture twice,
and it’s easy to see why when you begin exploring its
art galleries, museums and theatres.
Part of the city’s enduring charm is the juxtaposition
of ancient monuments and urban vivacity with peaceful
green spaces. The parks and gardens are open
throughout the year and provide welcome respite from
the hustle and bustle of the town. Well worth a visit is
the Petrusse Valley Park, which lies between the
Bourbon Plateau and the upper town. It can be explored
by train or on foot, and offers a harmonious balance
between beautiful flora and historic structures.
Foodies won’t struggle to find excellent cuisine thanks
to the wide selection of restaurants and the pervading
cosmopolitan influence. Whether you’re after French,
Indian, Italian or Japanese, Luxembourg City has
something to offer. Sample the delights of the East at
Restaurant Tibet, or treat yourself to a Michelin starred
gourmet dinner at the exquisite Ma Langue Sourit.
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Camping Walensbongert
Best campsites in Luxembourg

Troisvierges (Luxembourg City)
Tel +352 997 141 www.walensbongert.lu

This quiet municipal campsite is located on the
edge of a forest and close to the amenities
of Troisvierges. The site has level, grassy
pitches and facilities include indoor and
outdoor pools, a restaurant and café,
and covered tennis and squash courts.
Beautiful hiking and cycling routes run
through the surrounding countryside, and
the borders of Belgium and Germany are
close for adventures further afield.

Ferry Deals
We always have great money saving offers.
Deals like FREE CARAVANS and MOTORHOMES PRICED AS CARS.
New offers are constantly being negotiated, so be sure to ask us for
a no-obligation quote.

Ask us about our amazing Ferry Deals

01580 214000
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camping
Appy

The digital age is gradually making
holiday nightmares a thing of the

past. Researching a trip has never

been easier thanks to the wealth of
information available online, and
with the creation of mobile sites

and apps, booking and preparing
for your travels is effortless.
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The digital age

Access to endless information from a variety of
sources has made travellers more savvy than ever
before. No longer is the information in a brochure taken
at face value; instead, holidaymakers search for
independent reviews or seek out the opinions of their
peers to get a better understanding of whether the hotel,
area or campsite is right. Planning a trip involves much
more than choosing an area and a place to stay – it’s
also about finding the best time of year to visit a specific
region, looking for ways to save and making a note of
the restaurants recommended by other recent visitors.
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For campers, there are numerous websites offering
tips for first-timers, comprehensive information on
driving regulations in foreign countries and advice on
budgeting. All this is now readily accessible not only
from your living room or office desk, but also from the
train, a cafe or the local park due to advancements
in smartphone and tablet technology. Whether you’re
a novice camper wondering what to take with you or
a veteran of the outdoors wanting to compile a list of
all the wildlife you see on your trips, there’s an app
that can meet your needs.
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With that in mind, we’ve put together
five of our favourite apps to help you get
the most out of your camping trips.

5 top apps

for camping holidays
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The digital age
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Campsites on the move
There’s nothing like flipping through the glossy pages
of a travel brochure or guide to decide where your next
destination will be. But it’s not always convenient to carry
the print version around with you. The Alan Rogers
Bookstore app means you can now do your holiday
research on the move. Simply download for your iPad
and operate the user-friendly interface to browse through
the range of current guides.
Not only that, all our reviews are written by independent
campsite inspectors, meaning you don’t have to leave
your next camping holiday to chance. The app is
completely free of charge for iPad and iPad mini, and
presents the latest guides in their high-resolution digital
form. Once you’ve found the ideal site, you can contact
Alan Rogers to book your trip or get in touch with the
campsite directly.
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views
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• Guides ca
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country or
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review for
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Want independent
campsite reviews
at your fingertips?

FREE Alan Rogers bookstore app

An exciting FREE app from iTunes

- digital editions of all 2014 guides

the Apple app store

alanrogers.com/digital

www.alanrogers.com/apps
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Discover more about the role of an Alan Rogers inspector
Email us for an information pack inspectors@alanrogers.com
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Been to any good
campsites lately?
We have
You’ll find them here...

The UK’s market leading independent
guides to the best campsites
Also available on iPad alanrogers.com/digital

